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Kit Lotus Editorial
‘the world’s only magazine dedicated to scale model Lotus’
The last edition of the year has soon come around
but I have to say, it was a close run thing this time
to get the magazine prepared. Without the help of
my two Lotuseers Peter and Simon, and Mrs T, I
would have been sunk without trace, not because
of the lack of content but due to me having to have
emergency eye surgery leaving stuff like making
models and writing articles a tad difficult. I should
be back in the land of the fully sighted before long
but I have to say a huge thank you to all of them for
helping me put together another packed issue of
Kit Lotus. Because of their help, I nominate them all
as Guest Editors.
Eyes also stopped me travelling to Hethel for the
last visit of the season which left me under a very
black cloud but Peter’s article and pictures plus the
good wishes from CTL have lifted the mood for me.
I suppose my wallet will breathe a sigh of relief
because no trip to Norfolk can be undertaken
without a wallet extraction, either in the Lotus store
room or at St Georges Whisky distillery. Because we
stay close by it would be rude not to visit or imbibe
in England’s ( and now the best in Europe for 2015
according to Jim Murray’s 2015 Whisky Bible)
single malt, someone had to explain why their
takings were down as well.
So with one good eye, I would like to welcome you
all to Volume 7 Issue 6 and let you know what is
going on.
As Christmas approaches, where do you shop for
your Lotus bargains this Christmas?
Having some Lotus related item on the Christmas
list ought to be made law but in the absence of any
statute compelling such actions, the next best thing
is to know where the bargains are and drop
exceedingly large hints to the recipient of your
Christmas list. Kit Lotus always urges the modeller/
collector to support those who support us and
Christmas 2014 is no exception.
Amongst the usual crop of books released this time
of year, there are at least two that could provide
Lotus reading and one in particular that will give us
more reference material for
modelling. Both
volumes are from Ian Wagstaff and published by
Haynes

The first one and most significant to us is the Lotus
49 Owner’s Workshop Manual, published in the
familiar format that has produced car manuals for
years and latterly interesting subjects such as the
Lotus 72 and the Lancaster Bomber. Ian sets out to
provide information that will compliment the well
known books already published about the Lotus 49
in great detail but if the 72 Manual is anything to go
by, there will be enough to keep we Lotus fans happy
much longer than it takes to digest the turkey and
Christmas pud. Expect to see this in the CTL website
but it is available through most book retailers and
Amazon of course. A short review of the book is
described in this issue.
The second volume also by Ian Wagstaff records the
exploits of the Brits at Indianapolis either as drivers
or as constructors and entrants. It describes how
from the early pioneers such as John Cooper and
Jack Brabham, the Brits have influenced the event,
which used to count toward the formula one world
championship, but changed beyond all recognition
when Colin Chapman and Jim Clark weaved their
precocious magic over the whole proceedings. Since
that time, more British drivers have taken Indy Car
racing to heart with some fantastic achievements.
Mansell’s championship for example and in later
years drivers such as Franchitti, who I had the good
fortune to witness his first Indy 500 win in 2007, and
the late Dan Wheldon who became known as the
Lionheart. The book also describes the US Grand prix
held at Indianapolis and the British contingent lead
by Lewis Hamilton who have seen success there.
Must have it on the bookshelf. Back to model cars for
Christmas and Tamiya are due to re-release the 1:12
Scale Lotus 49 , this time with the ubiquitous
photoetch any day now so keep an eye out for that
but also, the master of Formula Two models, Roger
Dutemple at Axel-R has another version of his
excellent 1:43 Lotus 69 ready (see separate article)
in the livery of Moonraker boats and driven by
Emerson Fittipaldi to victory four times in 1972.
Roger is offering Kit Lotus readers a 20% discount on
orders between November 1st and December 31st so
take this opportunity.

Continued………...

Editorial continued……..
Elsewhere, Hiroboy has decent stocks of the Model
Factory Hiro multimedia kits with several Lotus
models in the 1:12 big scale at really sensible
prices. I just picked up a Fujimi Lotus 97T from him
at a price better than anywhere else I have seen.
And he currently has the Ebbro Rob Walker car at an
amazing deal. He also has a great range of paints
and detail up parts again at very competitive rates
and you can rely on some expert knowledge if you
ring him.
If you fancy an SMTS kit they are still listing lots of
back catalogue Lotus as well as the new 64 and
offer many of their products through the die cast
section of ebay, easy to get hold of and around £50
plus post. SMTS is moving into 3D printing for mastering some models, something we can catch up on
in the new year.
Diecast and slot car tastes are also well catered for
with regular releases hitting the shelves, the best
advice is to keep an eye on your favourite retailer –
note, check the 1:18 scale 2014 Lotus releases
from Minichamp or Spark.
Wim at Bestbalsakits has once again been very
generous to Kit Lotus readers offering a 10%
discount on anything Lotus related or BBK branded
during this year’s festivities . Wim pits a lot of passion and commitment into his own brand products
so please support those who support us.
Wonderland Models in Edinburgh are offering the
Ebbro Lotus 49B from December 1st, the date is
approaching so now might be a good time to
order. Like Hiroboy, they have the Tamiya
1:12 Lotus 49 remake with photo –etch on
offer around £80, this has to be great value
for such a significant model car. There isn’t a
lot of etching and maybe Tamiya should have
re-tooled the gearbox rather than bang out
the original but an aftermarket resin version ,
featured in previous Kit Lotus will put that
right.

Axel-R features again in this issue and in particular his
latest Lotus 69 Formula 2 car as driven successfully
by Emerson Fittipaldi. We also have Simon’s amazing
Lotus 80 and Peter’s equally amazing feature on 1:12
scale figures some of whom you may have met at various Kit Lotus displays. Lastly, a holiday trip that included a visit to a certain Mr Andretti’s winery
(mentioned later) proving not everything Lotus has to
be about cars. Merry Christmas, in fact, I think I will
use the wine to toast my list of great service to
modellers .
I entered 2014 determined to
give the model buying wallet a
rest, that notion lasted but a few
days and so I would like to
commend the following
organisations for providing not
just great products to me in
2014 but a great customer
service as well, they are:

Scale Model Technical Services
(SMTS) - UK
Bestbalsakits—Belgium
BNA Models— Australia
Wonderland Models—UK
Hiroboy—UK
Axel-R—France
Ebay– The world

.

EBBRO LOTUS 49B LAUNCHES DECEMBER 1ST

Classic Team Lotus works tour
This was the fourth time that Kit Lotus has done the
works tour at Classic Team Lotus and it was as good
if not better than the first one. The evening started
with a very warm welcome from Clive Chapman who
gave a speech about the history of Team Lotus from
its beginnings in Hornsey, through Cheshunt and on
into Norfolk. He told of how he started Classic Team
Lotus in 1994 partly to restore his family's collection
of cars but also to help other owners of some of the
150 individual F1 chassis that had been built. At
that time he knew the whereabouts of about half of
that number, today there is just one chassis that is
"still missing". As the Historic racing scene really
began to grow so did the business. Clive used the
team’s transporters as a example of this growth. In
1994 they started with transportation for just a
single car, then a two car version came along, onto
a four car truck and now the current magnificent
transporter capable of taking six cars and everything
else required for a race weekend.

Peter Pedroza
We were asked to be careful when looking closely at
this Zandvoort winning car as the nose and cockpit
sides were marked up for the teams original sign
writer, Paul Banham, to hand paint the relevant script
the following day. Yes, hand paint, no stickers on any of
these cars. 49B-R10 also looked immaculate as it

stood on its own, away from the others.
There was a reason for this though

Following a short film of the racing years, from the
early Graham Hill days up to Ayrton Senna, Sapphire
Whitbread and Steve Allen showed us round the
workshops with a description of the development of
the Lotus Grand Prix cars. There were about 12
people there on the night and with a full workshop
and therefore space being a bit tight the format is
that it is better to wait for the tour to end and then
use the remaining time for photographs as you can
then, as Steve put it, "get up close and personal
with the cars".
And what cars! The line up is always different but
on this particular night we had, 25-R4, 25-R5, 49R2, 49B-R10, 72E/5, 72/6, 32B, plus a 24, a 22 a
Racing Elite and both 91 and 88 tubs. Total value?
Who knows? But every single one in immaculate
condition. 49-R2 for example had just had a rebuild
and a fresh paint job before being shipped back to
it's American owner.

At the recent Goodwood Revival the ex-Graham Hill
49B-R8 was up for auction and was bought by Adrian
Newhey no less. He was due to visit Potash Lane the
following day to talk about the car which had been part
of the Dawson-Damer collection in Australia. When
cars spend a lot of time in other parts of the world they
do tend to drift away a little from the correct factory
spec. R10 was there to show him how the car should
be presented. Adrian Newhey must be one of the
worlds greatest racing car designers of all time, (after
ACBC of course), and when you think about it, he would

be in a position to be able to buy any Formula One car
he wanted, but which marque did he choose? Enough
said!

Classic Team Lotus works tour .. Continued…..
Steve is super-detailing a 1:12 72D and spent a lot
of time, a great deal of time in fact studying and
photographing the Emerson Fittiapldi 72E. He was
all over it like a rash but his model, when complete,
should be awesome.
Talking of people who were there on the night,
Sapphire told me that she had had 32 fans from
Brazil on site the day before! Sadly for them, (but
luckily for Sapphire!) there was no Senna car on site
otherwise they would probably still have been there
when we arrived!
During Clive's speech at the start of the evening, he
mentioned that just like any other business, Classic
Team Lotus has to make a profit. However, the
majority of these profits are ploughed straight back
into the business to enable more of his family's
collection of iconic cars to be fully restored. With
this in mind there was one other car in the workshops on the night, or rather just the chassis. This
was the prototype F2 Type 12-301, and therefore
the very first Lotus single-seater racing car that was
ever built. In period this car never actually raced or
indeed ever ran. It was built for a press day at the
1956 Motor Show at Earls Court in London. Only
just finished in time, the engine and gearbox didn't
even have any internals. The car has been in the
Chapman family collection ever since but now Clive
has managed to procure enough original spares to
fully restore the car and let it loose on the track for
the first time. The fact that this chassis was sitting
at Bob Dance's bench can only mean that it will be
absolutely superb when complete. I for one can't
wait to see it.

But it's not all about seeing the actual cars on these
tours. There are plenty of other things to see as you
wander round. Jim Clark’s original Indianapolis
overalls together with a period pair from one of the
Teams mechanics. Gearboxes in pieces on benches,
……………………………..

Racks and racks of spare parts, all the original
drawings. A display case of 1:43 Lotus F1 cars.
Trophies, posters, paintings, the list goes on and on.
But each time we go it's different, seeing things you
missed last time, it really is an experience. I am
certainly not the only one who has said that you can
feel the hairs on the back of your neck as you walk
from the car park to the door. You can actually sense
and smell the history of the place.

These very popular tours runs from 5-7pm with Kit
Lotus usually being the first in through the door and the
last to leave. Yes, Sapphire and Steve are employees of
Classic Team Lotus and therefore it's part of their
respective jobs to show us round, but yet you can tell
they are also true enthusiasts who go more than the
extra mile to welcome you and make you feel at home.
Aside from describing the actual cars they tell you tales
and stories about the Team and drivers that you would
not have heard anywhere else. Jim Clark's altercation
with a London parking meter attendant outside his flat
regarding some souvenirs he brought back from one of
his American trips, and a certain bag of sweets taken

to a test session by Ayrton Senna to name but two!
For anyone who has not yet done the tour make sure
you do it at some point in your life. It's a once in a lifetime experience - even if we have done it four times
already!!

Studio 27 Lotus 80—1:20 scale
Simon Parsons

The Lotus 80 was unveiled at Brands Hatch in March
1979. Contemporary photos show the car on a plinth
at the Kentagon with snow on it's wet weather tyres,
happening as it did, on the weekend of the
(cancelled by snow!) Race of Champions.
This was to be Colin Chapman's most innovative F1
car to date, nicknamed the 'Wingless Wonder' , it
was to take ground effects to it's ultimate level dispensing with conventional front and rear wings and
making the whole car, in effect, one continual wing,
with sliding skirts running the whole length of the
car, only broken up by the front and rear suspension.
Unfortunately, the Lotus 80 was probably too efficient , under breaking the car would pitch downward,
causing the front wings to break, also the main skirts
frequently stuck in their housings and very suddenly , downforce would be lost, changing the characteristics of the car, without warning to the driver. At the
rescheduled Race of Champions, in April, the car
appeared with conventional rear and front wings
and gone were the innovative front skirts. By this
time however, Carlos Reutemann refused to drive
the car and Team Lotus was effectively split in two,
one half looking after the re - introduced Lotus 79
for Reutemann and the other desperately trying to
make the Lotus 80 work for Mario Andretti. After the
French GP, where the front of the car was damaged
and Andretti had to revert to the '79, Colin Chapman
knocked the whole project on the head and sadly the
Lotus 80 was put into retirement.

I had wanted to get my hands on the Studio 27 Lotus
80 for some time. Introduced in 2004, this model did
the usual short run and is now as rare as rocking
horse doodies, come Sapphire from CTL to the rescue
and
now
I
have
my
model.
There are two versions of this kit and I elected to do
the
original
(press)
version.
Being a fairly early St27 model, there are aspects to
this kit that are fairly primitive. The main body is cast
in heavy one piece resin, with white metal for the radius arms and discs, drivers seat , front bulk head, instrument panel and rear wing. The tub, or the part of it
that shows, is also resin and just pushes up into the
body from underneath
I started off by giving the body a good clean up with
my sanding sponges, the resin molding is actually very
crisp and it wasn't long before it was ready for painting. Contemporary photos of the car show it to be a
fairly dark , almost British racing green, but in modern
pictures , the green is quite a lot brighter, so I decided
to use Tamiya racing green and I'm quite happy with
the
result,
see
what
you
think.
I then put the red and blue Martini flashes that sit on
the upper side pods on so that I could spray varnish
the whole and this was when I made my first mistake,
the model doesn't include decals for the radiator
ducts, what I should have done was mask off the
whole body prior to painting the green and spray paint
red into those ducts, but I didn't and now I had to try
and find some red decals to match the model ones.

Studio 27 Lotus 80 ………. continued

Rear end view of Simon’s Lotus 80 shows Chapman’s determination to achieve
a clean venturi in his quest for ultimate aerodynamics
Luckily I had some of the red stripes left that came
with the St27 Lotus 81 and by cutting the chrome
bits off, I was able to 'tack' them in, piece by piece
(If you look closely you can see the joins.)

There is more to this Lotus thing than cars, race,
road or otherwise. Just recently my kids packed
themselves off to California on a road trip, open top
Mustang and the whole works for a couple of weeks
with a plan that included around 2000 miles. The
traditional route heading north from Los Angeles to

I was now ready to paint and apply all the 'sticky out
bits' (technical term). Most of them are semi or matt
black and really, you are now on the home stretch,
or I would have been if I hadn't decided to throw a
bottle of Humbrol brush cleaner over my working
surface. Some of the liquid splashed on to the right
hand side of the car and up into the area where the
red Martini flashes are, damaging my varnished
bodywork. With a current model kit I would have
stripped the entire paintwork and decals off and
started again. I emailed Studio 27 and asked if they
had any spare decals for this kit, but the answer
was no. I then remembered that MFH is supposed
to be producing a high detail version of the Lotus 80
and thought perhaps that they might have already
produced the decals in advance, so I emailed them
too, answer came there none!
All I could do was laboriously polish the marked
parts with fine model polish until I had reduced the
staining and brought the varnish back to a reasonable shine. If you look closely, you can see shadows
where the accident happened !
Fairly undeterred, I pressed on. I used 'Bare Metal
Foil' for the inside of the tub, finishing it off with
some rivets made with 'The Little Nutter' rivet making set (sounds a bit like us ………...ed)

San Francisco and the Golden Gate Bridge (they
haven’t flown under it like mum and dad have!!) led
them into the Napa Valley, home of Californian wines
we all enjoy so much and it gave them an excuse to
sample lots and lots whilst resting the Mustang. One
such place is the Andretti Winery owned by our hero
Mario Andretti.

SP

The man himself wasn’t there but Kit Lotus leaflets
were left for him.

Team Lotus greats in 1:12 scale
For anyone who has visited a show where Kit Lotus
has had a stand, you may have noticed a 1:12 Lotus
25 that I scratch built during the 1980's. If so then
you will have also noticed the Jim Clark figure to the
same scale standing alongside it. This figure is even
older than the 25 model being one of the original
issues of Tamiya's 1:12 Racing Driver kits from
nineteen hundred and what-ever it was! For a long
long time these two models kept each other company,
but then along came John Thornhill and Kit Lotus and
suddenly stakes had to be raised.

No mistaking , Jim Clark
Thinking of other ways for models to be displayed I
thought that a set of figures depicting the five Lotus
World Champions may be a bit different. Having
decided to have a go the first problem then was to find
another four figures. It appeared that since I bought
the original, Tamiya had discontinued it, re-issued it
and discontinued it yet again! However the usual trawl
on ebay found two of them. The first of these became
Emerson Fittipaldi, quite straight forward really as this
was the driver on whom the kit was modelled.

I obviously didn't want all the figures to be posed in
the same stance so changed this one slightly by
giving him a raised arm but otherwise it is just as it
came out of the box. The second one became
Graham Hill. Again, after repositioning the arms and
the gloves, (which are part of the kit), and a tilt of the
head, this left just the helmet. In the kit this is a
separate full face piece but is simplicity itself to
change into an open face version which Graham
used in 1968. Just cut off the lower front part and
add a curved piece of plastic for the peak. (A little tip
here if you intend to fit this helmet in place is to
remove the top of the back of the head. It won't go
on otherwise.)

Emerson Fittipaldi
So that was three of the five drivers completed, two
to go. Whilst building these other two I noticed that
Tamiya were either producing, or more likely had
ceased producing this same driver figure in a set
together with three mechanics and a team manager.
Getting hold of one of these sets, this particular driver then gave me Jochen Rindt which I thought I would
position with him just holding his helmet. I painted
this black but I have never been sure as to whether it
was actually a very dark green. Anyone out there
know for sure?

Figures continued

Now as fine a driver as he was, I don't think I have
ever seen a photo of him smiling. He always seemed
to look a bit dour. He also had a distinctive flattish
sort of nose. So using a couple of the heads of the
other figures in this kit I attempted some "plastic
surgery". Now I'm not saying the finished face is a
mirror image of Jochen by any means but it is much
better than the first attempt. Oh that one looked
scary at one point, a bit Frankenstein-ish!!!!

At this point Emerson very kindly donated his helmet
and allowed it to be re-sprayed in the distinctive
Andretti colours. All that was left then was to find
him something to sit on. Pit wall? Armco? Tool box?
In the end I turned a front wheel and tyre which is
supposed to be from a Type 79.

Deep in thought—Jochen Rindt and
Graham Hill (right)
Four down, one to go, Mario Andretti. Running out of
arm positions I thought I would try a sitting version by
using one of the spare figures who was in a bending
position. A bit more bending, cutting and filling later
a semi sitting/reclining driver appeared, which I
thought as being apt as Mario always seems very
layed back! Not fancying having another go at face
sculpting I thought of putting his helmet on but with
him starting life as one of the "mechanics" in the kit I
was a helmet short.

When I started this display the idea was to have all
the drivers in a semi-curve with Colin Chapman at
his drawing board in the front centre. This is still the
long term plan but has had to be put on the back
burner for a while, due to other secret modelling
commitments. More of this at a later date!!!!!!!!!!

Must have this book!
Following on from their Lotus Type 72 Owners Workshop Manual back in 2012, Haynes have just published the second Lotus book, this one for the Type
49.
Following exactly the
same format as the
72 and again written
by Ian Wagstaff, the
book is a treasure
for anyone of us
wishing to superdetail a model of
any of the Type 49s.
In the acknowledgements at the front of
the book, he describes Michael Oliver as the author of
the definitive Lotus 49 - The Story of a Legend. And
this has to be true of that particular book, but for
people who just want an overview of the 49 rather
than the full and in depth history this Haynes manual is more than enough, packed as it is with photos,
drawings and descriptions of one of the Worlds
greatest ever racing cars.

Our front cover this time shows depicts the 1:43 scale
Axel’R Lotus 69 driven by Emerson Fittipaldi to four
successes in 1972. Unusual for two things, it was one
of the rare occasions Lotus went public with a full width
nose similar to the Tyrrells and the Marches and
despite the success, returning to the chisel nose with canard fins. It is also unusual in that the sponsor is one of
Chapman’s marine companies specialising in boat
building.

For myself being an ex-engineer the part I found
most fascinating are the numerous original drawings of various parts of the car, a lot more than were
in the 72 manual, These drawings are held of
course by Classic Team Lotus where they are kept in
two large drawing chests in a quiet part of the workshops. The next time Kit Lotus visits these premises
I think I will just sit by them and have a really good I am very impressed by the kit especially the quality of
read!
the individual metal and resin components, all very
As you would expect in a book of this type there are clean and requiring minimal work. The resin body is
plenty of period photos in the book, a lot of which painted to a high standard although it will need a black
are new, at least to me. In the section about coat on the sides of the tub. I may use the gloss black
aerodynamics there is one in particular that I bare metal foil on this as an experiment but with the
certainly have never seen before. It is of Jim Clark fall back position of masked spray.
in one of the very few cars not to be a Lotus, the
Vollstedt Ford Indy car that he raced in 1967. In The kit has some nice etching including the brake discs
this context it is used to show the development of and a seat belt set. Nicely printed decals and plenty of
wings and leads on to an episode of one of the pictures to help the build are also included. The engine
mechanics fabricating a small wing for the 49T from and cockpit detail are part of single floor pan but again
a helicopter rotor blade during the Tasman series. very nicely detailed, the type of resin used reminds me
Of course for us modellers the main interest will
of some of the Tenariv 49s I built some years ago, but
centre on the close up photos of the cars, and there
as you can see from the cover shot, the end result
are a lot especially of R3, R7 and R10.
should be quite something. Finally I can’t finish this
With chapters on restoration, individual chassis without praising the subject matter. Roger seems to
histories and with drivers and mechanics tales, this have an eye for the key Lotus cars in lesser formulae
book is a must for all Lotus enthusiasts, detailing
than the Grands Prix and I hope he remains successful
what must be one of the greatest Formula One cars
despite the resin cast machine trying to hoover up
ever built.
everything we can think of.
JT

Not my cup of tea….

It’s not a Lotus but…..

In the struggle to come up with an idea that another
manufacturer hasn’t, Trofeu brought us the
‘distressed’ look. Pretty sure it has been done
before but I have to say it isn’t my cup of tea. For
one thing we modellers crave authenticity and
creating a wreck surely steps beyond that because
authenticity can’t be achieved.

Tameo have had a careful look at the market and
started to produce a lower cost kit. Great news for
1:43 modellers and collectors. Still fabulous but
with the use of new technology to cast some of the
fine components that would normally have
appeared as photo etch. The one downside to the
first kit, it’s a Brabham but hopefully there will be
Lotus offerings in due course.

Their 1:43 scale Lotus Cortina depicting Jim Clark’s
infamous 1966 Car from the RAC Rally of Great
Britain is the subject. They have produced a model
showing the damage to the drivers side following
one of Jim’s more than enthusiastic attempts to
keep the Cortina on the forest tracks and out of the
scenery. In terms of authenticity on a diecast
bodyshell, some serious tooling changes would have
to be made to satisfy a real replica but in this case,
having a damaged quarter and a pristine rest of the
model doesn’t work for me. For starters the other
side had damage as well!

My overall point is where will this stop? It could
progress to other famous wrecks possibly where
people were injured or worse. I’ve seen some fine
dioramas featuring damaged cars, a tribute to the
modeller’s skill and often because of what is in the
spares box but I strongly feel this is where I think it
should be left. Anyway, who am I to say, do you have
a comment?

At around £50 retail, Tameo have high quality back
into a much more affordable price range.

On behalf of Kit Lotus. Have
a very merry Christmas and
a peaceful and prosperous
new year

Bits & pieces…...
Minichamps are still a leading player in high quality
diecast models. There October launch included
Kimi’s Abu Dhabi winning E20 in 1:43 retailing
around £54 it is offered at the usual high quality and
although an Enstone car, represents the first time in

25 years that the Lotus name has been engraved on
a winner’s trophy. A 1:18 show car version is also
available for around £100.

The Donington Grand Prix Collection is a regular
haunt of mine, living quite close. Just recently I have
been able to hire the Senna Suite for a couple of
work conferences, great venue to ensure your invited
attendees do attend. Any how, I don’t expect to find
any surprises these days but Kevin Wheatcroft has
done a great job in keeping the momentum going
with the number of grand prix cars housed there.
Sadly, no Lotus apart from 49BR12, the show car
built for Ford but never raced. Last time I saw it, the
car had been restored to race trim and had 49C roll
bar and the three tier wing. As usual I skipped
through the first two halls which have interesting
world war 2 exhibits, expecting to see R12 further in.
I spotted it but then was surprised to see it was in
fact R6, the car raced by Hill in Mexico 68 and by
Rindt & Hill in 69 then the winner at Monaco in
1970. No sign of R12.
Knowing the whereabouts of each chassis is usually
covered in chapters by most authors who track the
history of our favourite machines. Just when you
think you have the gist, a curved ball like this comes
along to confuse the grey matter.
My last recollection of Rindt’s car was as part of the
Willenpart collection when it was featured in the US
magazine Autoweek (June 6 2005).

Third in this Spark series is the Essex liveried N360
Honda pick up complete with spare DFV on the back.
At over £50 does your collection need it?

It is great to see a proper Lotus back in the collection
at last but equally, most of those that were there
have returned to where they should be, the
racetrack!!
JT
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